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A Study of the Social History Interview in a Hospital
for the Mem tally 111, Kith Especial Re e * to the
Emotional Problems of Relatives Surrounding the
Admission Process
Part I
Introduction
Pur dos e This thesis is intended as a study of the Social
history as a function of the Social Service Department
of t.e Blank State Hospital, wit. especial regard to the
emotional problems of the relative from whom the history
is obtained, surrounding ..his decision to bring the patient
to the hospital and the actual admission process. The
need for better public relations on the part of hospitals
for the mentally ill is apparent from this study. Tilth a
growing feeling of security and confidence on the part of
the public, developing from knowledge of hospital pro-
cesses ana treatment pos sibilities, the emotional conflict
surrounding hospitalization for the mentally ill should be
alleviated, t.ereby allowing a better rapport to be estab-
lished between the family of the patient and the hospital
staff. Th-is understanding also should lead to earlier
admissions in general and t e diminishing of emotional
obstacles on the part of the family to cooperation with
Digitized by the Internet Archive
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the hospital staff, which is so necessary in the successful
treatment of the patient.
.uestior.s to he answered . What is the purpose of obtaining
history? When is history obtained? By whom? Zron whom?
Under what circumstances? What does this experience mean
to the person giving the history? How does the social
history fit into the total treatment process?
He thod . The case study method based on the personal inter-
view has been used in this study. At the time writer
gathered material for this study, the obtaining of social
histories was a function of the Social Service Department
of Blank State Hospital. The patient is admitted directly
to the doctor’s office and the relative is referred to the
Social Service Department after patient has been taken to
the ward. T. is is usually a tine of great strain for the
relative and seems the logical time for tie Social Service
Dep ar tmen t to enter the p ic t ur e
.
The Schedule used in collecting this material contained
items including: Age, race, marital status, sex, previous
admission of patient to a mental hospital, relation of in-
formant to patient, date of admission of patient, date
history obtained, and outline of most common factors in
emotional conflict expressed by relatives in this process.
Bor actual Schedule, see Appendix A.
It was not possible to make a sample study in relation
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to other social histories obtained in the hospital, as, at tnat
time, little material was included in the record regarding emotional
attitudes of persons giving information. This was due in great
part to the shortage of staff during the war years when it was nec-
essary to conserve time and energy of the doctors who read the his-
tories for the essential details of the patient's early history ana
development of his illness, for diagnosis and treatment plans.
Therefore, the study stands as a whole, the number of social his-
tories being considered is 30. However, writer believes that, as
the emotional attitudes of persons giving Histories were so often
repeated in each new case, txiere is little doubt but that these
emotional strains exist in most cases, and that the conclusions
of the study are acceptable.
C. Scope . This study is limited to the social histories obtained by
the writer between March 1, 1945 and May i, 1945> when a student
in the Social Service Department of the Blank State Hospital.
As emotional attituaes of relatives giving the social histories
are of a very subjective nature, writer attempted to make the study
as objective as possible by means of including only histories taken
by the writer herself, -
. I - I K - V
. 1
4herself, and at the sane point in relative’s contact with
the hospital, and under similar environmental conditions.
Due to this limitation, the impact of various worker’s
personalities was excluded. T/r iter attempted to maintain
an even, sympat etic, "listening” attitude with each rela-
tive allowing him to give the patient’s history at his
own pace and according to his own emotional pattern, mak-
ing only occasional references to further needs for infor-
mation as necessary. Host of the histories were obtained
in the same room, and either directly after patient was
admitted to the ward or on the first visiting day to the
hospital after admission, in cases where the patient was
admitted at night.
Esther G-oodale, in 1 er paper entitled, "Intake Inter-
views with Relatives of Psychotic Patients," illustrates
the emotional problems commonly found in dealing with the
relatives of the mentally ill as follows
"Relatives showed in their use of the social worker
fear of hospitals in general, fear of mental hospi-
tals, fear that the patient would be mistreated,
guilt that they themselves may be accused of avoiding
their responsibilities for care of the patient,
shame a member of their family must come to a mental
hospital, fear and guilt that they may rave been in
one or many ways responsible for the breakdown, and
fear that the same t. ing may happen to them or thier
offspring .
"
1 Esther Good ale, Intake Interviews with Relatives of Psycho-
tic Patients, Smitn College Studies of Social b'ork
,
Vol. 17, September 1940.
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Part II
PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL h(BK
The psychiatric social worker should at all tines work
closely with the psychiatrist. Ideally, she should he pres-
ent at the initial interview with the doctor and the patient
and his family. Her chief duty is to the patient and second-
ly to the relative. She should watch for social problems
with which the patient and his family have been concerned
and which nay have contributed to his breakdown, and can
interpret these to the doctor so that he nay better under-
stand and treat the patient. In large State hospitals, it
is difficult for the social worker to know all the patients
or to be present at all intake interviews. However, she
usually can interview all relatives at time of obtaining
the social history, usually shirtly after the patient has
been taken to the ward, and will then discover social prob-
lems. The patient himself at the tine of admission is usually
too confused to know or care about his home situation, but
the social worker frequently can be of much service to rela-
tives at ti.is tine who need or who are sufficiently in con- •
trol of their emotions to ask for help.
Tor the relative, the social worker can also diminish
feelings of emotional fear and antipathy to tie unknown
routine of the hospital, and can help ..in to cooperate in
T
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the patient’s program of adjustment to the hospital routine.
In this first interview, the first steps ar:; taken towards
the patient’s future return to the community. The relative’s
attitude as established in this first interview will be re-
flected in his visits to the patient on the ward, and the
patient, in turn, may unconsciously adopt a feeling oi‘ con-
fidence and release of tensions and fear, and thereby be en-
abled to benefit more easily and quickly from contacts with
the doctor.
It is not only the patient who is affected by his illness
but also the relatives experience a shock at the time they
make the decision to bring t' eir loved-one to the hospital.
The family as a whole is affected, and it is only with the
early release of tensions and guilt feelings surrounding the
breakup of the family pattern that the best groundwork may
be laid for the patient’s eventual return to the family as an
accepted person.
The following quotation illustrates the need of the relaJ
tives at the time of this disorganization of family life:
’’...that the families of committed patients, despite
their former strengths and stability, experience at the
1 Helen Darragh, ’’The Rol e of Social Service with the Fami -
lies of Uental Hospital Patients.”
..
.
~\V V
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"tine a member becomes mentally ill, a real need for reor-
ganization and readjustment of their lives. Not only do
they have to cope with their misconceptions of mental ill-
ness, but also with the fears, anxieties and uncertainties
that inevitably arise at the time of hospitalization.”
The difference between psychiatric treatment and social
treatment is that the social worker works directly through
environmental factors, and the psychiatrist works with the
personality directly and only incidentally with the environ-
ment. Psychiatric social treatment may not be able to change
inherent personality capacities; however, in understanding the
personality and the environment as it lays stress on the per-
sonality, the psychiatric social worker seeks to reduce the
strain and confusion in the patient’s relations and environ-
ment so t \a t the individual may learn to develop is capacities
for adjustment to the utmost. The individual will keep essen-
tially tne same personality, but the social worker helps him
to develop strengths of personality and to understand his weak-
nesses and to find a better way of handling :_is weaknesses.
The goal of psychiatric social work is to help the individual
to become the most satisfying and satisfied individual which he
is capable of being. Some people cannot possibly become ade-
quate in the role demanded of them by society, as, for example,
that of being a good mother, but the psychiatric social worker
will help the individual to develop his possibilities to the
utmost, and to be satisfied with the best development of his
capaci tie s in unat direction, even if not adequate. The "oatient
<'
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often needs help in seeing what capacities he has to begin
with. The social worker will never over-id entif y with one
individual ima situation if he appreciates the struggle
of each individual. So the psyc. iatric social worker in a
hospital for the mentally ill must see the over-all family
picture and will work for family unity and security in the
return and acceptance of the patient to a secure and accepting
family relationship.
The major objectives of social treatment are a better
social adjustment for the patient and the highest degree of
self-direction, independence and self-maintenance of which
the individual is capable in his environment. The focus of
psychiatric problem is on the need of the patient, on his
behaviour in his environment, ana why he has to be ave as he
does. The emphasis is on his need for redirected attitudes,
for better relations with 'other members of the family and
with others in the community.
The techniques used in psychiatric social work include
the 'listening technique manipulation of the environment,
or redirecting attitudes of ot ers towards the patient, sup-
portive or sustaining treatment, suchas appealing to the
patient’s pride, etc., and deeper therapy, which is usually
practised only by the psychiatrist.
In dealing with the relatives of the mentally ill, one
should always remember that the patient is not an individual
.
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standing alone in the world, but is a part of the family
constellation and that the illness bears directly upon family
problems of all sorts. The doctor himself has little access
to members of the patient T s family and sees the patient’s
illness only through the patient himself, and, at one remove,
through the social w or her . The role of the social worker in
filling this need of the doctor for a more complete picture
of the factors surrounding the individual patient and his
immediate illness is well expressed by Dr. Henry Ric .arason
in his book, "Patients have Families."
"Since ill-health is only one of the common disturbances
of family equilibrium, and since the dislocation cannot
be separated from the normal life of the family, the
medical approach gives only a limited view of the fami-
ly problem. The case worker, with her broad base in
the community, and her specialized skills, is in a stra-
tegic position for the assay of this equilibrium and of
the indications for a co-ordinated treatment. .. It is
true that she is not trained like the physician to know
what is going on inside the body, or like the psychia*
trist to explore the depths of the mind, nor has she
the training and skills of the public health nurse for
the promotion of health or prevention of illness.
Nevertheless, in this jigsaw puzzle of the family life,
she as man 3'
- pieces in her hands, and she has a view of
the design as a whole." 1
There has been much discussion as to exactly rat a
psychiatric social worker is, and what her duties are. Follow
ing are quotations which may help to clarify this point. Lois
K. French says, in this respect;
T Henry B. Rickard son, H.B.
,
"Patients Lave Fg -.ilies ,"
Ch. 9, p. 208.
..
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"In tne light of the origin and development of the field,
in the face of the recent impasse caused by the varied
interests and activities emanating from it, there can be
but one answer to that question. It is social work
practiced in relation to ps 3 la try* On such a basis only
can be built the open body of knowledge and experience
that makes up a specialized field. ••For psychiatric social,
work means a working relations! ip with psychiatry. The
essence of its speciality lies in the continued contri-
bution of social work experience to the practice of psy-
chiatry and the continued utilization in the practice of
social work of knowledge and experience gained from the
psychiatric field. 1
Hiss French says further in regard to social work in
relation to psychiatry: 2
"In these hospitals and clinics, differences occur in
the actual tasks performed, in the extent to which the
contribution of the social worker is sought and utilized,
and in the degree of responsibility she carries as a
member of the staff. Yet essential functions are the
same. As a member of a staff made up of a psychiatrist,
a social worker, and usually a psychologist, the pschyi-
atric social worker is concerned with the treatment of
the patient’s social situation. In general, her task
involves a four-fold function. First, she analyzes the
patient’s social situation in rela ion to his present
difficulties; such analysis is based upon a study of
conditions in his home, family and neighborhood, and his
attitude toward then, and is utilized, with tl.e
psychiatric, physical and psychological findings, in
diagnosis and treatment. Second, she interprets to the
family the patient’s problems and the recommendations
made by the psychiatrist, always keeping in close touch
with the changing conditions in the home and family life
which nay cause an adaption of plans. Third, she aids
the patient and his family in working out a program for
a more adequate social adjustment, working closely with
the psychiatrist as treatment progresses. And, last,
she interprets the diagnosis and plans for treatment
to . er co-workers or to members of other social agencies
who nay also be interested in the client and his family.
1 Lois M. French, Psychiatric Social Fork
,
Chap. 1, p.
2 Ibid, Chap. 1, p. 17.
27
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wSlie may also sl.are in the administrative program of the
hospital or clinic. These functions are not distinct
hut* interwoven. Also, in a total working relation with
client, family, and psychiatrist, the extent to which
the psychiatric social worker carries responsibility
for any or all these activities is not governed by any
routine or set limitations. Rather, the whole proce-
dure varies according to the needs of the individual
case
.
w
At the Blank State Hospital, in 1945, the min functions
of the psychiatric social worker were as follows: Hirst,
the obtaining of the social history as early as possible
after the hospitalization of the ra tient. This information
is necessary for diagnostic and treatment purposes and tie
doctor must have it in is hands as soon as possible. The
social worker also obtains signatures from relatives for
permission for commitment and for anasthesis and lumbar
punctures wren indicated. In some cases, the social worker
must also discuss with t:e relative the importance for shock
treatment for the relative. At times, t..e relatives, because
of anxiety and guilt feelings are loath to give permission
for commitment in writing, and are often especially afraid
to sign papers for medical treatment of a nature foreign to
them. The social worker has the specific opportunity of
interpreting the function of the hospital and the necessity
for such treatment. The relative has an oppor tunity here to
express any doubts and fears he may have about the hospital
and the social worker must create a sympathetic and secure
environment so that the relative may consider all the factors
.,
...
.
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involved in his decision. By her sympathetic and suppoj. ^ive
relationship with the relative at the time of the first
interview, the social worker may lay tie ground work for a
good working relationship with the family of the patient.
This relations, ip may be but the first step in plans for
the patient t s treatment and future rehabilitation in the
family and community. Secondly, the social worker lays the
plans with the family of the patient for parole of the
patient. If the patient is to have the best possible envir-
onmental conditions to which to return in his effort to
adjust to his family ana community, the family must first
have been helped to accept the patient’s illness, his hospi-
talization, and their contribution to his successful rehab-
ilitation. Thirdly, the supervision of patients in the
community is of utmost importance. During the year’s parole
period when the patient is no longer under the roof of the
hospital, but is, nevertheless, still legally a patient,
the psychiatric social worker continues er contact and work
with his family, but possibly for the first time may be
working directly with the patient himself. At time of
worker’s first visit to the patient w.iile on "home visit",
she must make a thorough study of the conditions under
which ..e is living and his adjustment to them. For form
used in connection with supervision, see Appendix C.
..
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The following quotation from Lois II. French illus-
trating the work of the psychiatric social worker wit!
the family and patient at the time of the patient’s parole
in the community is pertinent :
"¥ith the return of the patient to the community, the
social worker’s task is to aid him in meeting again
the relations of heme, family, friends, and employers.
Contacts w-ith those in touch with the patient, follow-
ing up the pre-parole preparations, are made with the
aim of insuring more understanding treatment. Con-
tact with the patient himself gives him an opportunity
to discuss difficulties in his situa ion and his
attitude towards them. In the latter relationship,
direct contact with the patient, the role of the
social worker varies ... again, because of her know-
ledge of family and community relationships, the
social worker often carries responsibilities far
judgment as to whether the patient’s adjustment is
satisfactory or whether another breakdown is imminent,
necessitating his return to the hospital.’1 1
Another important function of the social worker is
to make full investigation of court and observation cases,
register all patients with social service index, and con-
tacting of ot er agencies who have known the patient or his
family, interviewing other relatives who can give further
information about the patient’s life, and obtaining infor-
mation from the school, court and police officials, previous
doctors and hospitals who have known the patient. The
social worker is the only member of the hospital staff who
goes out into the community in this manner, and it is her
duty to interpret all her findings to the rest of the
1 Lois II. French, Psychia trie Social ¥ork
,
p. 130.
.’
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hospital staff. She holds the pattern of the patient’s
life outside the hospital in her hands and through these
many detailed pieces of information, she helps the psyc’. ia-
trist to fit together the picture of the patient’s life,
thereby helping him to better understand the patient’s
illness and to help him to get well.
Due to shortage of hospital staff ana many other
pressing dutires, the social worker frequently does not
have long-term contacts with the families of patients and
therefore, must make the most of her contacts. However,
as infrequent and as short as some of these contacts may
be, they are nevertheless very necessary and frequently
very fruitful. Hollowing is a quotation from Bertha
Reynolds in this regard: 1
’‘Whether the interview lacks a past or a future,
however, it always has a present. The distinguishing
feature seems to be not the length of the interview
nor even tl at t ere may be two or three of them, but
t..e attitude of mind wi.ich one brings to the interview
,
knowing that the opportunity for further contacts is
to s one ex tent 1 imit e d .
”
Also, in regard to ’’short-contact” skills, Margaret
pHagan says
:
’’All psychiatric social workers during the war learned,
if they were not already cognizant of the fact, that
short-term service cases can be in certain situations
as productive as long tern cases, that depth and in-
tensity are not synonymous with length of tins and
that there are special techniques to be learned in
this area.”
1 Eer tha Reynold s , An Experiment in Short Contact Inter viwir
p . 7.
2 Margaret Eagan, Psychiatric Social ..'or k, Socia 1 Work Year
Book -
, p . 5B4,
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FART III
The function of the Social Worker in Securing the
Social History
The primary purpose of obtaining a social history in
regard to a patient who has recently entered a hospital for
the mentally ill is to obtain information concerning the
patient's environment, past and present, and the factors
surrounding the precipitation of his mental illness, in order
t..at the doctor treating the patient my have social informa-
tion concerning the patient upon which to base his diagnosis.
This information is also important as a basis for psychiatric
treatment and psychiatric social treatment. Psychiatric
treatment of the patient is carried on for the most part by
the doctor while the patient is in the hospital, and psychia-
tric social treatment is carried on by the psychiatric social
worker mostly in the community.
Lillian Smith Irvine says in regard to the purpose of
the social history
*In order to understand thepatient and treat him effective-
ly, he must be studied as an individual reacting to his
own specific environment. He is seen, understood, and
helped in relation to his environment. There is a
psychological situation. In order that the psyc. iatrist
and psych ja trie social worker in the Blank State Hospital
may have a better understanding of the personality and
and environment of the patient admitted, the first duty
of the psychiatric social worker is to secure the case
history from relatives and others who know the patient
1 "“Lillian FHTfvTrie~
~
!t The function of the Social Service Denari ;
nent in wiatc hosu±«o jl ±n the He'lea se and
=
Super vis ion of Patient.**-* p. *7
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"in the home, the vjork situation, and other social rela-
tions. The social history gives those studying the
patient the positive rectors of the individual, and the
strengths as'much as the weaknesses. It points out the
1 imlt a tion s or the cl ien t and h is en v iro nrnen t . *•
The social history as presented to the doctor appears
in chronological from, even though the social worker in taking
the history does not follow the form hut alia; s the relative
to give the information at his own pace and according to his
own emotional reactions to the experience.
• ueiinitions and examples of the symptoms as they appaar
at various age levels should he given rather t an interpre-
tative statements. In some hospitals, life charts are used,
giving year, age, personal development, and known special
event occurring at that period.
ifor form used in obtaining social history in Blank State
Hospital in 1945, see Appendix B.
The function of the psychiatric social
ing this social information is well defined
as follows
“To understand a mental illness, one must know the envir-
onment, past and. present, of individual and his reac
ticns to it, ror these stresses have usually played an
important part in the patient’s breakdown. *rne patient’
relations within the family situation, both current and
earlier, as well as his social relations, are especially
important. The obtaining 01 sue’: material is one of the
functions of the social worker. A well taken history
will not cure the patient’s illness, but it may contri-
bute dynamic material.
T Hester Crutcher, A G-uiae for developing Psychiatric social
Work in State Ho snitals , d. 9 -A O'.
"*
worker in obtain-
by Hester . Crutcher
.«
.
.
"...In many hospitals, the social worker secures the pat-
ient’s history. In others, the physician takes the his-
tory or a patient Iron relatives when they visit the
hospital, the social worker, when indicated, supplying
add i tonal data from other informants in the community.
There is much to he said regarding the advisability of
having the social worker take the complete history;
however, if the social service staff is limited, a s it
is in most hospital a
,
±’C voul6 aot see-m lor the
social worker to take the history of each new patient
admitted. On the other hand, the contact made with
relatives through taking of the history is often of
advantage to the social worker, especially w~en there
are other problems to which she should direct her
attention. w
and, also, following is Lois French’s comment on the above
quotation from Hester Crutcher’s paper:^
"This contact becomes the first step in the impcr tant
process of social treatment which later is to involve
explaining to the family , further understanding of the
family situation, preparing for the return of the patient,
and follow—up after the discharge. Viewed in this light,
a social history ceases to be "data about a patient”,
and becomes a first step in a relation shared by patient,
worker, and family, which, closely related to the
psychiatric and medical diagnoses, is the vehicle for
effective treatment.”
The function of the social worker in obtaining the social
history is not only to gain information about the patient, but
is also an opportunity to establish a L'cod rapport with the
relative at the
a lie via ting the
at the time the
emphasized. Fr
for the social
time of this first contact. The importance of
fears and anxieties which beset most relatives
patient enters a mental hospital cannot be over
om experience it would seen that the best time
service department to enter t. e situation and
1 Lois M. Frenc
,
Psychiatric Social work
. Chap. 4, p. 126.
:* • •
«
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take the social history is when the patient has been taken
by the nurse to the ward and the relative himself is ready
to return home. The relative is usually bewildered and has
the need to release his emotional strain. T..e establishment
of raoport with the relative at this time is easier when the
relative is in need and the emotional barriers are more
easily lowered. Tne relationship establish d at this time
is the basis for future cooperation between the hospital
and family of the patient in the patient’s behalf.
The social worker also las the opportunity at this time
to explain the function of the hospital and particularly of
the social service department as it fits into the total hospi-
tal set-up, as to what cervices it has to offer the patient
and his family. An explanation should be made of how the
information given by the relative in the social history is
of help to the hospital in treatment of the patient. This intei
view also gives the relative an opportunity to ask questions
in a relaxed atmosphere and to express doubts and fears. It
gives the social worker an initial opportunity to size up w. at
cooperation can be expected from the family, ana what the needs
of the relatives are and t eir ability to ask for he lp.
The Group for the Advancement of Psyc iatry has defined
the function of the psychiatric social worker in the mental
hospital in the intake interview with relatives as follows : -
M (a) The interpretation of the hospital’s facilities
I G-r oupe for the Advancement of Psychiatry, "Pune t ion of
Psychiatric Social ,/orker in the I.Iental Hospital
,
n p.

"and program;
(b) Assistance to the family with problems arising
from the patient’s admission to the hospital, amelio-
ration of family anxieties in relation to the threat
of having a mentally ill relative, interpretation to
the family of the hospital’s treatment procedure.
(c) Formulation of plans, with t e assistance of
other community social agencies, which might make
admission less urgent or occasionally prevent ill-
advised admission.
(d) Establishing a relationship with the family
which will enable them to maintain a positive, non-
rejecting attitude throughout the period of care, and
ultimately helping them to receive the returning
patient with understanding and acceptance.”
There are many important factors to be considered
in this relationship between social worker and family and
their implications are far-reaching. The hope for the
patient’s future health and rehabilitation in the community
may be greatly affected by the success of this relationship.
It is important to remember that the relative is a
client as well as the patient and that much can be accomplisie
by relieving the emotional strain which center’s around the
patient’s illness, and establishing a positive feeling
towards the hospital. ith out the establishment of a good
rapport with the relative during the early and acute stages
of the patient’s illness, much will be lost. The relative
has brought himself to the point of action when he makes
the cecision to bring the patient to a mental hospital because
of the urgent nature of the symptoms, but when the most
d
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dangerous symptoms have subsided, the underlying dread of
mental hospitals "will again come to the fore, and the rela-
tive will be less cooperative. In t e se first interviews
with relatives, one becomes increasingly aware of the wide-
spread ignorance of the treatment afforded and received in
mental hospitals, and the resultant fear, both on the part
of the relatives and the patient may be a block to treatment.
One of the most frequently expressed worries on the part of
the relatives is that of "public versus private care" of their
relatives in hospitals for the mentally ill. Many who have
a little money saved up express t;.e determination to spend
their last cent in giving the patient the "better care of a
private hospital." Their fears in regard to public hospitals
range from fear of actual physical mistreatment to the fear
of lack of interest in the patient as an individual. In tak-
ing the social history, the social worker has an e xcellent
opportunity to reassure the relative that the patient is
being studied as an individual and that the hospital is inter-
ested in understanding how re hasreacted to his own special
environment. The relative often feels certain that the pa-
tient will recover much more quickly and surely in a smaller
hospital wit; special individual treatment which las been
paid for specifically for that individual. One, of course,
leaves the decision of choice of hospital to the relative,
but it is helpful to explain to relatives that more often
..
.
.
.
.
than not the care afforded by a large public institution is
better because of the greater range of improved equipment in
such a hospital, and also that often sick people recover
more quickly in a large group of other ill people than they
would with more individualized care, by the simple compari-
son of their own degree of illness with that of those more
seriously ill. Guilt feelings of avoiding responsibility
often enter into the picture in this first interview. Rela-
tives feel that they. should ave kept the patient at home a
little longer, or they will sometimes refuse to sign a
permission for commitment form, stating that they wish to
take the patient home. They do not realize that very often
the routine of a large institution relieves the patient of
the necessity to try to act normally. ether mentally ill
patients accept the individual patient’s especial peculiari-
ties much more quickly than the normal well person, and
allow the patient to live in his own private world until he
is ready and able to come out of it naturally.
All these emotions and many more pour out of the rela-
tives at time of the initial interview with social worker or
doctor. Following is a quotation pertinent to the above
stated importance of the establishing of early rapport with
the relatives, taken from an article written by Dr. J.
Elapman, appearing in Kent a 1 Hygiene in July, 1941:1
"At the time of the acute psychotic manifestations, the
I Dim" Klapman, ^Public Relations of the mental Hospital?
Mental Hygime, July, 1944, p.
..
-
.
.
"urgency of the case shuts out of consideration these fear-
ful scruples. After a lapse of time, with the recollec-
tions of the circumstances that led up to the commitment
becoming less painfully acute, and especially with the
abatement of the acute prase of the psychosis in the pa-
tient, the guilt feelings become more or less donu^ano.
Throughout the rest of the hospitalization, unless a pod
rapport has been established with t ie relative, there will
be constant and persistent attempts to find displacement
objects for this sense of guilt."
In helping the relatives to overcome their antipathy
ana fear of mental illness which underlie their feelings of
guilt and over solicitude for the patient, we can lay the
groundwork for the patient’s being reaccepted into the
family as a "normal" person. The relative can be helped to
understand that mental illness is like any other illness and
that they have their part in helping the patient to become
better. The taking of the social history is the first step
in the treatment process and looks back to the patient's
former adjustment difficulties and environment, and looks
forward to the goal of his future return and adjustment in
the community
..
. .
Part IV
A Study of the Factors involved in the Emotional
Conflict depressed in Thirty Ga ses of Inf o rman t s Civing
Information for Social Histories
Induced in this study are the thirty social histores
obtained by means of personal interview from relatives or
other informants, in the period from April 1, 1945 to
May 20th, 1945. A study of the emotional problems expressed
by relatives or others at time of this initial interview
was attempted. Although it is impossible to record the
exact statements made by relatives and worker in obtaining
tlese histories, due to the fact that worker could not ta e
down verbatim remarks made during the course of the inter-
view, it nevertheless was possible by means of close, sympa-
thetic listening to gain the ..lain import of the expression of
conflict and to record same after the interview had been
completed.
On the following page will be found table showing tie
most common emotional problems expressed by relatives and
other informants at time of giving this information as to
the patient’s social history and the factors surrounding the
precipitation of his illness. A discussion ofthese emotions
expressed will follow. Also included, are examples of
social histories obtained in this study, showing the factors
involved in the conflict expressed, if any.
..
.
.
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It will be seen from the table that the factors in the individual
conflict expressed are fairly well distributed with the exception of the
factor of "fear of inheritance of disease." The most predominant factor
expressed is that of "guilt feelings of avoiding responsibility, occurring
in twelve 0Uit of thirty cases.
In regard to the factor of "fear of mental hosjjitals," seven infor-
mants showed definite feeling. In each of these cases, the informant
was closely related to the patient, and was physically and emotionally
bound close to the patient because of living in the same household and in
some cases was economically dependent as well as emotionally dependent.
In such cases, the whole pattern of the family picture may be broken uj
and insecurities may develop, causing great difficulty in accepting the
patient's illness and the need for hospitalization.
In eight cases, there was definitely expressed the factor of "fear
patient would be mistreated". The social worker frequently runs into
the expression of this fear that the patient will be mistreated, commonly
based on ignorance of the hospital set-up and what the hospital can do to
help the patient. Many relatives do not with to sign permission for
commitment forms, partly because of their ov.n conscious or unconscious
feeling that this may also happen tothem, and they do not wish to be
responsible for making the decision to hospitalize someone else. Even
though common sense tells them that they have exhausted all ocher home
and community possibilities for the care of the patient, they are often
unable to accept the hospitalization without much effort on the part of
the social worker in helping the relative to accent the need for hospi-
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and to understand what the hospital may do to help their patient, and how
thev themselves may cooperate in helping the patient to get well.
Following is a quotation from Bessie Stern’s "M ntal Illness: A
Guide for the Family," in regard to reassurance which may be given the
relative on the point of hospitalization:. ^
"Do not go upon the premise that for your mentalxy ill relative
to live among other mentalxy ill men or women is the same as if
you lived among them. He is sick and they are sicK and he is
better off in their company than in that of the mentally healthy,
for they wi_l not overtax his emotional strength. . .In the hospital,
he need not compete with the mental vigor of the normal, and this,
in itself, is soothing.
Soothing too is the toleration of mental invalids for one another's
foibles. To a degree almost unattainable for any normal people,
except those professionally concerned with mental illness, they
disregard one another's annoying habits, tear with being scolded,
and discount delusions. Such sn atmosphere is far more conducive
to tranquility than the criticisms or distress that a mentally
sick person is likely to encounter in a world of the mentally well."
Slightly higher is the rate of incidence of the factor of "guilt
feelings of avoiding responsibility," That is, this factor was recorded
in eleven out of thirty cases. This is, of course, linked in many cases
with fear of mental hospitals and fear patient will be mistreated. (See
table page 24-25-26.) In some cases, oversolicitude on the part of the
relative for the patient may cloak an underlying feeling of rejection of
the patient. It is natural to feel guilt because of allowing the p tient
to be cared for by others, and it is often compensated for by an appear-
ance of cvxrconcern.
1 Bessie Stex-n, Mental Illness: A Guide for the Family. Chapter 3, p. lu.
• *
‘
.
t
1
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Folloving is a quotation from J. W. Klapman, M.D., in regard to
the expression of oversolicitude: ^
nIt may be remarked that the suspicion of rejection of the
patient in the presence of oversolicitude is herd to allay
when one notes with what avidity relations will seize upon
any symptoms, fancied or real, that thepatient may show."
In regard to the emotional factor of "shame ttat a member of the
family is in a mental hospital," this factor was recorded in whis study
eight times out of thirty. One commonly meets the plea for secrecy hen
this emotional factor is present. Much of this feeling is also due to
public opinion which still feels uneasy in the presence of mental ill-
ness, and attached the stigma of a sense of guilt and consequent punish-
ment. Gregory Zilboorg illustrates this misconception as tomental illness
as follows:?
"We are not fully converted to the conviction that a neurosis and
a psychosis are illnesses .. .It is hard for us to rid ourselves of
the conviction that mental illness is a mark of decay and degen-
eracy, that it is a mark inflicted upon man for nis weaknesses, a
sort of fatality, a sign of sin, or a consequence of the sins of our
fathers, for v;hich we, the children, are called upon to pay."
Also, unless a good rapoort is established at an early date with tne
family of the patient, one is aprt to find this feeling of shame projected
upon the staff of the hospital in the form of aggression and non-coopera-
tion. J. W. Klapman, M.D. illustrates this theory as follows:
"Aggression from a sense of shame when the guilt component is
less marked, aggressive behaviour may be less evident, but an
uneasiness and defensiveness in the visitor's attitude to the
institution and its personnel can often be detected. The visitor
1 J. W. Klapman, M.D. "Public Relations of the Mental Hospital", p. 387.
2. Gregory Zilboorg, "Mind, Medicine and Man", p. 56 .
3. J. HT. Klapman, M.D. Ibid. p. 381.
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"or relative is often quick to detect any possible aspersion on
the family escutcheon."
The factor of "fear or guilt in any way responsbile for breakdown,"
appears in seven cases out of thirty. This feeling is apt to be doubly
strong because of the awakening and strengthening of past conflicts and
weaknesses in the family set-up caused by this new disruption, and may
result in disorganized the existing strengths of the family. This feel-
ing may be projected upon the hospital with countless recriminations as
the hospital’s lack of care of the patient, in the absence of a good
understanding of the hospital functionaand the early setting up of a plan
whereby the relative may cooperate in a plan whereby he may feel he is
helping the patient. The social worker must help the relative to
expres and release this feeling of guilt before cooperation may be
secured.
The factor of "fear of inheritance of mental illness" surprisingly
enough was recorded in only one case out of thirty in this study. How-
ever this low incidence may be due to the fact that in the early inter-
view most of the emotions of the relatives are centered around the patient
himself and his illness, with accompanying anxiety and guilt. It may be
only later, after the first emergency is over and the patient is more sub-
dued, that the relatives will realize the import of the illness for tne
family in relation to the community, and in response to the upsurge of
of their own reaction.
The factor of "fear patient would hold it against them for bringing
to hospital" was recorded in seven cases out of thirty. The relatives’s
own guilt feelings at "letting the patient down," may be projected upon
.
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himself, and in many other cases, where the breakdown has corue about
mo* e slowly and the patient ha. remained for sometime in the family
set-up, the patient himself often will have become suspicious by the
very nature of his illness and will have accused the relatives of trying
to ’’railroad” him.
In four cases out of thirty in this study, there were no specific
factors indicated in regard to conflict over hospitalization. This
however, may be due to the fact that in each of tnese cases the relative
or other informant was not close to the patient either in physical living
arrangements or emotionally dependent upon him. In one of these cases, the
informant was a friend, who actually had no responsibility for the patient,
but was distressed in an unemotional way because of the illness. Being
free of responsibility helped the friend to see the need for hospital! -
zation more objectively and to give social information as c_early as
possible. In the other three cases, in which no conflict w^.s recorded,
the informants were a sister, ?dio had little contact with the patient for
many years, a niece in the same category, and a husband who had been
married late in life and only for a few years and had no knowledge of
possible causes of the breakdown which had come on gradually.
In noting the incidence of these factors in the conflict expressed,
it is not so important perhaps which factors were more predominant, as it
is important to realize and consider seriously the fu 1 import of the
fact that all the relatives or informants, with the exception of those four
not closely connected ,.ith patient for a long period, expressed some
serious conflict.

The importance ofthe release of these conflicts at an early date
in the relation of family to hospital has been emphasized many times
in this study. Of course, even more important than overcoming these
emotional conflicts after they occur, is the need for education of the
public by means of better public relations, in order to help public
opinion to accept mental illness like any other illness, and to face it
openly and to seek help for the pati nt before the acute stages have
been re ched. By education, the relatives of the mentally ill may learn
to actively p rticipate in a program to help the patient, with security
in what the hospital has to offer, and may not develop some of these
conflicts. At present, the social orker, in Vvorking with the individual
relatives after mental illness strikes, is at least planting a seed of
knowledge which may spread in the community and develop a healthier
understanding of mer.tdl illness.
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Following are five case studies in some detail presenting
the important factors expressed in the conflict of the relative
giving the social history information surrounding the patient’s
illness and his hospitalization and the consequent implications
for the informant. A discussion of tie conflict expressed in
the other case histories will also be included in this chapter;
in less detail, in order to give a comprehensive exposition
of the material included in this study.
Case Study I
In this case, the patient was a 52 year old divorced
woman who had a history of several previous admissions to hos-
pitals for the mentally ill. The informant was an only daugh-
ter, aged 20, who was a sophomore in a local college. She
seemed intellectually mature and able to accept her mother’s
need for hospitalization, but was emotionally dependent on
mother. At first, informant was very tense and tailed quickly
and brightly, sitting forward and clasp i er ands tightly.
It was some time before she was able to talk more calmly and to
admit her own feelings about hospitalization. It then became
apparent that she Lad strong fears that her mother would hold
it against her for bringing her to t..e hospital. As the
his v. developed, it became apparent that this fear was tied
up with t..e informant’s past experiences in t.e family setup,
as s..e revealed that when her mother had been mentally ill
before w..en the Informant was a child, that the mot er had been
very bitter towards her husband who had caused her to be hospi-
talized. At this point, informant released a great deal of
bitterness against her father whom she stated had always mis-
treated the patient and had caused much conflict in patient’s
life, possibly being a contributing cause in mother’s past
breakdowns. She was very protective of mother whom she stated
was always Meet-tempered and jolly, but very sensitive and apt
to flare up if criticized. Worker accepted informant’s bitter-
ness against father, but wondered if per..aps mother’s rejectio
of him because of his part in her hospitalization had not been
part of .er illness, rather than a realit;, factor in father’s
treatment of her. Informant admitted this might be so, but
her habit of identifying with mother kept ..er from losing her
bitterness towards father. Informant became thoughtful and
finally expressed the fear that mot_.ermiyht now treat her as
she had 1 er husband, since informant had caused : other’s present
hospitalization. Worker attempted to face this possibility

and to give her so..£ support in this difficult situation,
and to accept her not er’s need ior hospitalization emotion-
ally as well as intellectually. Informant was a very ho lorn
girl* alone in this tremendous responsibility, and deprived
of her mother’s support upon who . sue was very dependent.
Worker explained t..e function of the hospital ijj. helping
the patient as an individual and urged informant to put "her
trust in the hospital, sayin t at perhaps her own neatest
contribution to helping er mother at this time was to keep
up with .er studies and to visit her mother with as much of
her usual attitude of affection and assurance as possible.
Informant undoubtedly was in need to supportive help over a
period of ti:..e which under the present set-up worker was
unable to give in a short-contact, but it was felt that some
help had been given informant in releasing her guilt and fear,
and facing er conflict more openly. Worker felt informant
left social service department more calm and assured, to
visit mother, and better able to express her usual attitude
to mother.
Comment : Table page 24 indicates that tie main factor in
the informant’s conflict was that of "fear mother would hold
it against her for bringing to hospital." Because of her
intellectual maturity and past experience she did not express
fear of mental hospitals or fear taat her mother would be
mistreated. She did not have a feeling of having contributed
to- mother’s breakdown as she had always been very devoted
to patient and had net crossed her mot er’s wis es as s', e was
so dependent upon her. The fear of having avoided responsi-
bility had apparently not occurred to her and, in any event,
was far outweighed by her fear of losing her mother’s affec-
tion. No fear of inheritance of disease was expressed.
Case Study Two
Patient in this case was a 55 year old divorced male
who had spent four years in a hospital for the mentally ill
several year’s previous and ad a recurrent diagnosis of
"alcoholic psychosis.”
..
.
:
.
*
Informant las his older sister. She for some time
talked quickly and vehemently against patient, who she said
had caused her so much trouble by his insistence on drink-
ing* Am ter his last hospitalization, she had had him liv-
ing in her uousehold until a few months previous to his
present hospitalization when he had begun to drink so
steadily and to cause so much commotion around the house
that she had forced him to leave. Informant could not admit
that patient was mentally ill and said it was just Lis in-
sistence on drinking that got him into trouble. She had
little conception of possible causes of her brother’s ill-
ness . or w at. the hospital might have to offer him. Eis
hospitalization was simply one more trouble which patient
haa caused her. Worker asked informant about patient’s
past history and wnen he .ad begun to drink heavily and
discovered informant . ad been very unhappily married and lad
gone steadily down, ill when his wife left him. At this
point, informant was able to identify somewhat with patient
and to take is side against patient’s wife. She went on
more quietly to praise patient for his good temper, and his
fine mind. When he tried, he could hold down a very good job
Worker attempted to interpret possible cause of her brother’s
illness and need to drink, and also what a mental hospital
might do for him.
With the release of some of her aggression and guilt,
informant was able to admit that she had always felt respon-
sible for patient and ad some feeling of having avoided her
responsibility towards him and possibly causing or contri-
buting to his breakdown by forcing him to leave her home. She
even admitted that her other brot er was her favorite and
t. at he was living with her. Worker accepted informant’s
irritation wit., brother as normal, and commented that often
this situation arises in life when another person is over-
dependent, and informant’s reaction was natural.
Informant was able to begin to accept patient’s behav-
iour as the consequence of his illness, and vi/as able to
accept .is need for hospitalization w ith more understanding,
.
nd less feeling of shams and hostility.
Co. . nit : Reference to table on page FA will show that two
main factors revealed in inf omeant ’ s conflict in this case
were "fear and uilt in any way responsible for breakdown
and "shs....e member of family in mental hospital. ' There
was a muck less marked indication that informant might . sve
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had some pealing or having contributed to patient’s ill-
ness because of not protecting him . .ore* this lac -or mas tied
in mith sense of a void, in?; responsibility. She did not express
fear of the hospital or fear that patient mould be mistreated
and her share and irritation that he mas in the hospital
mere strong. Since his trouble mas drinkin
,
in her mind,
she did not have any feeling that she might ini erit his dis-
ease. She did net openly express the fear patient mould hold
it against her for hospi alization, especially as the police
had brought him to the hospital, and she rad not been invol-
ved .
Case Study hour
Patient in this case mas a £0 year old midom cormitted
to a hospital for the mentally ill for the first time. Inf or
mar: s her tmin sister, mho mas a large, bouncing, over ac-
tive
-irl, very tense and hostile towards hospital. She mas
accompanied to social service by her husband mho mas much
quieter and more able to accept hospitalization. Informant
mas so deeply involved emotionally inpatient’s illness that
she mas unable to give a very detailed account of patient’s
history and onset of illness. hr remarks mere spasmodic and
net too mell connected. She expressed an attitude of over-
protection of patient mho;, she had living mith her in the
same house for several years as she felt patient mas not
responsible for herself and mas very dependent. Informant
then burst forth mith the emotion that she had married pa-
tient’s former boyfriend and she mas afraid this night . ave
been preying on patient’s mind and have contributed to ;:er
illness . Homever
,
she mas enable to face this guilt for .more
than an instant and hurried on to repudiate possible care
mhich the hospital h: be able to give the patient. She
mas unmilling to sign permission for commitment form, and
felt she must remove patient immediately and manted to spend
all the family savings to get patient into private bands
mhe.re she mould receive "the kindness and training missing
in her childhood. * She. mas sure patient could not get mell
here and mas afraid patient mould hold it against er for
even bringing to this place. Informant’s husband attempted
to reason quietly mith informant that hospitalization had
..
*
*
'
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had been necessary ana to urge her to leave the oatient
there a ter days to see what the hospital could do for her.
Informant turned on her husband in fury and accuse'., him of
to get rid of patient. Infc smanl 1 ft social servicedepartment very suddenly with tie. intention of see in thedocoor in orcer oo ge o the patient out of the hospital immed-iately. This interview served at
_east to release so: e ofinf ormanit’ s guilt and fear and althou she . erself was
unable wo establisn an_ feeling of trust in t. e hosnital,jLe interview nay ~ave been of soi.ie use in helping her hu°—band to understand what the hospital might do for the a-
tient
,
ana laoer he .a.’ ..a ve helped informant to accent same.
Comment : In tms case, inf orman 1 s conflict was very obvious
and the factors of same ponred out of her in a jumbled fash-
ion. She did not express shame that patient was in hospital
sne d id not s.^pre ss -ear ox inner itanc© .of disease, @1though
it is possible she may h a ve had some such fear, being so
closely related to patient physically and emotionally, and
being herself highly nervous. Also her refusal to sign per-
mission _o_ commi tmenw may x_a ve been tied up to a fear that
s.ie .erself mar :e in this same position sometime. She gave
direct expression or fear of mental hospitals and fear that
patient would new receive .kindness and under stand in here;
ner guilt feeling of avoiding, responsibility and guilt and
fear in any was responsible for disease, as well as fear pa-
oieuu would nolo it against her for hospitalization were ob-
vious .
Case Study five
Patient in on is case was a £4 year old w o:xn se war a ted
fro:., her husband who had no previous history of admission to
a hospital for the entally ill.
and
Ini orman u was patient’s sister who was openly overanxious
self -accusatory as she felt patient might* not have had
•.
'
.
.
.
.
a. breakdown at this time if she had accepted more responsibility for
their mother’s care. The mother of patient had been mentally ill for
sometime and was a very paranoid person, difficult to live with, and
needing constant care. Informant felt she hau shirked her responsi-
bility in allowing patient to assume fulx care of mother, and had not
even visited the mother's home for some time. Informant appeared very
tired and talked quickly and tensely. She new wanted to do everything
possible to make up for this past irresponsibility by giving up ner job
for several weeks and taking the patient on a trip to NewYork, as a change
of scene might keep her from being ill enough to be committed. She seemed
on edge and wanted to get away from the hospital. She dismissed the
possibility of hospitalization for patient by sayin that no one in tneir
family had ever been in a mental hospital despite much nervous trouble and
they knew nothing about them. The inference was that she wanted to know
nothing about hospitals. Although she did not express fear that patient
. ould be physically mistreated, she felt patient would not be understood
and treated as gently as she was accustomed to being treated. Informant
was apparently able to accept the fact that her sister was mentally ill,
at least intellectually, and talked cpiite freely of the fact that their
moth.r was mentally ill and their father in a fit of depression had taken
his ov.n life, but she could not face making the decision of hospitaliza-
tion. She refused to sign permission for commitment form. She could not
do this thing to her sister, and was very much afraid their mother would
be angry with her if she heard sister was in hospital at all. She asked
for absolute secrecy from mother. She was ^esitant., and fearful about
seeing patient on the ward as she did not knc.. how she would react to her.
Her shame and inability to accept hospitalization were probably outward
signs of her own fear of hospitalization, especially as she was so afraid
to sign permission for commitment.
With the release of some of her guilt and with some supportive help
informant was able to visit patient and later signed permission for
commitment in doctor's office.
Comment : Table page 24 indicates the expression of the factors in the
conflict expressed by the informant as fear of mental, hospitals, fear
patient would be mistreated, guilt feelings of avoiding responsibility,
shame member of family in mental hospital, fear and guilt in any way
responsible for breakdown, andfear patient v. uld hold it against her for
hospitalization
. It is felt tnese emotions are ail clearly expressed in
history with the possible exception of shame, which is less strong than
the emotions of fear and guilt. It is possible informant also felt
fear of inheritance of disease, but thiswas not directly expressed.
Jj .'j/oi -i <• •
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Case Study Eight
Patient in this case was a single woman, aged 66, with no history
of previous admission to a hospital for the mentally ill.
Informant was her sister about the same age, and had lived with
her in the same home for some time. She was very brusque and had little
insight into sister's illness and needs for hospitalization. The ill-
ness caused her trouble as it now put all the financial burden on her for
keeping up the home plus any care sister might' need. However she could
not accept hospitalization and was ashamed that sister was in such a
place. It was difficult for her to see the need for social information
end she wished to bring the interview to an end. She requested that
hospital not call her at the school where she worked as she did not
want to have anyone know that her sister was in the hospital. Her whole
attitude towards the hospital was one of apprehension and shame ana sne
felt her si. ter could not get well being with people so much more ill than
she, and she would see such shocking sights. She wished to get patient
into private hands as soon as possible where she would receive individual
care, and would not be in a mental hospital. She felt it was her respon-
sibility to spend her savings to give sister this care. Worker attempted
to interpret the function of the hospital to informant and to release her
guilt feelings of avoiding responsibility, pointing out that she could
possibly help patient more by saving her money to help the patient when
I
shewas better and needea convalescent core. Worker urged informant to
try to trust the hospital and to see what they might be ble to do to
help patient. Sister did go to see patient on the \ ard to see conditions
for herself. Informant was still doubtful about the hospitalization, but
was able to sign permission for commitment.
It was difficult to establish much confidence here as the informant
had little intellectual or emotional understanding of mental illness.
Comment : Informant did not express her feelings too freely. However,
her shame the .patient was in a mental hospital was obvious and her lack
of understanding of the mental hospital lea her to feel patient would
not benefit by being there. She could not face the unknown and tried to
master it by pushing the subject away by her brus ueness. Her guilt feel-
ings of avoiding responsibility were strong in that she felt she must
spend her savings to give sister private care. She did not express feeling
that she had contributed to the illness and did not have feeling that she
might inherit disease. Her lack of emotional depth and shallow intellect
:t
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makes it difficult to establish a good relation or to offer
much emotional support.
Following are brief descriptions of emotional factors in-
volved in the conflicts of relatives in other case histories
included in this study.
In Case Study Three, (see taliLe page 24) patient was a
50 year old married woman who was going through the change of
life period. Informant was her husband who was accompanied by
daughter. There seemed to be a close relationship between
ather and daughter and both expressed anxietjr and unhappiness
regarding the necessity for hospitalization. Both were intelli-
gent and highly sensitive people. Patient’s illness had been
progressive. She fluctuated between being the usual sweet-
tempered home-maker and being highly suspicious and jealous,
especially of husband. Informant (husband) laughed regret ully
and raised his hands in despair saying patient had accused him
of trying to murder her by sending her electric shocks through
her watch and even had said she thought he was father of a new
baby in the neighborhood. There had apparently been a close
family relationship here for many --ears and the most obvious
factor in the con lict expressed was that p tient would misun-
derstand and hold, it against them 'or bringing to hospital.
Informants did not have difficulty in ^acing theneed "or hospi-
talization and expressed no fear that patient would be mistreatec
There were no other emotions definitely expessed suchas milt
or fear in any wav responsible
,
or "ear of inheritance of dis-
ease. Because of the support which each informant gave the
other they were able to visit the patient although ruefully ex-
pecting much vituperation.
In case stud}' 6, the ptient was a 50 -ear old married
".ornan, and informants were her husband and daughter. Both
seemed resigned to hospitalization and id not express lear o
mis treatment. However there 1 as probably some eeling that
they may have been responsibly partially for breakdown as they
spoke vehementlv o^ the "act that if there had not been family
quarrels, especially between son and his girl friend
,
that
patient would not have been upset. It aipeare- that son had
been a Veteran and "had been mistreated in the Army.” Then when
he came home his girl friend spurned him and demanded that he
prove himself by making much money. She had never been satis-
ied, and son began to do man-- wild things, leading to family
-"iscord. These informants ere not too intelligent and were
emotionally unstable, and it was difficult to o^er much inter-
pretation of hospital. There was strong projection of guilt,
but no other direct expression of emotion concerning illness.
.'
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In case study seven, patient was a 24 year old boy,
a veteran, who was single. Informants were his sister and
father. (See previous case as patient’s mother was also
hospitalized at same time.) Informants were low grade mentally
and emotionally unstable. They expressed fear patient would
not receive adequate treatment, as they stated he had been
"shaved against his will" at the Veteran’s Hospital where he
had been previously, and had other unnecessary restrictions
placed upon him. There was also some projection of ruilt on
girl friend of patient who had insisted he prove himself, and
had caused him to give up a good job and to* do man^ wild
things, finally leading to his arrest or stealing a car.
In case study nine, Patient was a 25 year old married
woman. Informant was her mother. Informant did not speak good
English and had little understanding of mental illness or what
the unction of the hospital was. It was difficult to get
much information from her. She reiterated that patient was a
good girl, and had done nothing wrong. She just hung around
Scollay Square. She worried mother as she would be gone or
days at a time. Informant held her head and said such a thing
never happened to her family be ore, that patient should be
brought to such a place, and by police. She did not know what
the neighbors would say. Because of mother’s bewildered state
and low intellect it was difficult to help her to understand
function o' hospital at this time. Vorker could only sympa-
thise with mother that she had so much trouble and reassure
her that patient was in good hands.
In case study ten, patient was a 90 year old man, and
informant was his daughter. Informant was aggressive and rejec-
ting of patient. She felt he was a bother and had brought
this upon himself. He had been at the Long Island Hospital for
sometime and because he had been oversuspicious of the other
inmates he had caused much trouble, and had been sent to the
mental hosoital "or further care. Informant’s especial griev-
ance was that she did not want the stigma o "having patient die
in a mental hospital. Other than that she had no ear of the
hospital, and did not think he would be mistreated. On the
other hand informant felt he would probably cause more tro ble
here. Informant did not directly express guilt "eelings of
avoiding responsibility. However, her very grievances may
have covered a feeling that she should have cared for ather
herself. There was no "ear of inheritance of disease expressed.
Informant did not believe father would be happy to see her, but
seemed rather indifferent as to whether he would hold it against
her. She was not the cause of his being moved here from Long
Island and would prefer to have him return to Long Island, so
she would have no stigma ofmental illness attached to family.
..
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Case study 11. In this catient was a 27 year old single
girl. Informant was her mother. Mother was very much unset
and crying. She had ambivalent 'eelings about family’s deci-
sion to bring patient to hospital. She J elt possible if they
had been able to raise more money they could have given her
better care in a private hospital. Perhaps they should have
tried to keep her at home longer. Mother was fearful about
going to see ptient on the ward as she had resisted coming to
the hospital so much and had blamed family for bringing her.
Informant felt perhaps i^ they had been more patient with
patient she might not hove been so upset. Guilt feelings were
already highly established here, and patient later died of a
heart attack because o" extreme energy. No direct fear of
hospital as such was expressed but mother felt patient ' ould
not receive adequate care. There was guilt eelings o avoid-
ing responsibility and "ear and guilt they might have contri-
buted to breakdown, and 'ear patient would hold it against
them for bringing to hospital definitely expressed.
In case study 12, patient was a 27 year old single man,
Informant was his mother. Mother did not wish son to be in
a mental hospital and was afraid the other patients on the
ward would make him worse. He was not used to being "waked
uv” and spent most of his time in quiet moods. Mo felt uneasy
about the 'act she had left patient alone so much during the
past 'ew years and had therefor not noticed the great change
coming about in his personality. Perhaps she could have helved
him i
'
r she had • iven him more attention. Informant in this cas
expressed fear of mental hospitals, fear patient would be
mistreated, and guilt "eelings possibly responsible for break-
down by lack o f attention. Informant was not too intelligent
and was too upset to have good contact.
e
In case study 13, patient was a 30 year old woman, sepa-
rated from her husband. Informant was her father. Father was
very protective of patient who had gotten into trouble in court
because o"' pushing a fortune teller out of her house. This woman
had told her her husband was dead. Apparently most of oatient’s
worries were centered around her unhappy relation to her es-
trange husband. Father did not express direct 'eeling of
contributing to breakdown but his projection on patent’s hus-
band was very strong. He had no guilt feelings of avoiding
responsibility as patient had come here through the court. No
direct fear of mistreatment wTas expressed.
In case study 14, patient was a 60 3/ear old single male.
Informant was his sister. She did not express fear of mental
hospital or fear patient would be mistreated, but she had an
uneasy "eeling of avoiding responsibility. She had been ’’for-
ced to bring him to hospital” as neighbors complained about his
shouting on porch. She did not want anyone else to be allowed
to visit patient in hospital as they would come back to the
neighborhood and talk about patient .
..
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Informant di* not feel in any was responsible or breakdown.
He had been acting this way for many years and family had been
very patient with him. Main elements in conflict were guilt
feelings of avoiding responsibility and shame member o r family
in mental hospital.
Case study 15. In this case patient was a 50 year old
single male
,
and informant was his mother. Patient had come
to hospital voluntarily for treatment. Mother’s main concern
was that hospital was not giving him proper attention. She
'elt he should have been started on a' course of shock treat-
ment immediately as that what he came for. She did not feel
responsible for his breakdown and blamed it on an on era ti on
he had as result o r the war. Informant was anxious" to see the
patient and did not feel need of help, except that she was
able to express her ear he was not getting proper care.
Case study 16. In this case, patient was a 68 year old
widower and informant was his sister. Informant was not very
close to patient. Me had lived by himself in the city for
several years after coming into a legacy. He had tried to
compose music. Informant felt he had no gifts in this line and
was just wasting his money. Also he had lived very expensively
and had given friends very lavish gifts. She : elt he was
highly irresponsible and she looked down on him. He had appar-
ently "orgotten where he was and had been in a sort of coma.
He had not known where to tell taxi driver to go and police had
brought him to hospital. Main element of emotion here was
probable guilt feeling of avoiding responsibility as informant
had rejected patient when he began to act ’’foolishly,”— that is,
contrary to her wishes.
Case study 17. In this case, patient was a 70 year old
male, and informant was his daughter. Main element o emotional
con lict expressed here was that o' the intimation of guilt
feeling ofavoiding responsibility. Informant spoke of fact her
grandfather had the same wandering mind when he was old, and his
daughter-in-law had given him a home and good care. Informant
in this case had no room for him in her home. She did not feel
in any way responsible for his breakdown as she felt it was
caused by the aging process. No fear patient would he mistreated
was expressed, or fear that patient would hold it against her
for hospitalization.
Case study 18. In this case, patient was a 45 year old
single woman. Informant was her brother. He did not express
fear of hospital, but "elt patient was not getting prooer care
as she c id not have bath since coming to hospital. He felt no
responsibility ^or breakdown as he elt it was the result o^
a pl^sical illness. He had not brought her to hospital as she
had been transferred from City Hospital where she had been ill.
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Case study 19. In this case, patient was a 22 year old
single man, and informant was his sister. Informant was too
dazed by sudden impact o mental illness to express an; ear
or guilt. She visited social service department only briefly
and was too sick to concentrate. This was an unsuccess ul
interview. Main element gathered from in ormant was that she
was extremely afraid of hospital and elt she must get away.
Case study 20. In this case, patient was a 70 year old
widower, and informant was his daughter. Patient had been
very close to informant and she was very anxious about him.
He had always been a good homemaker and very riendly. His
illness came on him suddenly a ter he went to City Hospital
•for an operation. He had expressed no fear about going to
hospital but after he got there re used to have operation and
was difficult to manage. He even became suspicious o in or-
mant and even denied he had a daughter. Informant die not
feel father belonged in this aw ul place, and was ashamed
he was there. She was afraid of the hospital which was so
large. Her main concern was that father w.ould hold it against
her ~"or hospitalization.
The abow^e examples of case histories should be suffi-
cient to demonstrate the factors of the conflict commonly
found in relatives of the mentally ill at time of giving
information for social history.
..
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Part Five
Gonclus ions
In this study, attempt lias been made to shorn the function
of tl.e social history interview, not only as a basis for ob-
taining social information concerning the patient 1 s back-
ground and factors surrounding the precipitation of his ill-
ness as a basis for diagnosis and future treatment plans, but
also, and most important for the purposes of this study, as
it reveals the emotional factors in the conflict of the rela-
tive or other informant giving the social history.
It has been pointed out that the early establishment
of rapport and confidence in the hospital staff on the part
of the relatives of the patient is essential as a basis for
future cooperation in plans for the patient’s treatment and.
eventual rehabilitation in the community.
It is impossible to establish this rapport without first
re lea sin the relatives’ conflicts surrounding mental illness
and the need for hospitalization. This release of conflict
and the accompanying interpretation of hospital function is
an important function of the psychiatric social worker in
obtaining the social history.
The obtaining of the social history is not an isolated
service performed by the psychiatric -_ocial worker, but is
the first and important step in the overall treat: lent plan
for the patient.
..
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It is true that the patient is first and last the chief
interest of the mental hospital, but the relative must also
he considered as a client, indirectly for the ood of the
patient, and directly in helping him, to release his conflicts
surrounding mental illness. It is a great shock to almost any
family to. have a member become mentally ill and ma: cause re-
appearance and strengthening of old conflicts and weaknesses
in the family structure, and the family must be helped to
face these problems and to reorganize their strengths to meet
this emergency.
The actual factors of the individual conflicts in the
order of their numerical incidence is as follows:
The factor having the highest incidence is that of
"guilt feelings of avoiding responsibility , " occurring in IS
cases out of 30.
The factors of "fear patient would he mistreated" and
"sham member of family in mental hospital" appe ar in the next
highest incidence, namely, in 8 cases out of 30.
following closely, are the factors of "fear of mental
hospitals" and "fear and guilt in any way responsible for
breakdown," appearing in seven cases out of 30.
Also occurring 7 times out of 50 is the factor of "fear
patient would hold it against them for hospitalization."
The ± actor of m’ear of inheritance of disease" occurs in
only one case oat of 50, but, as .as been pointed out above,
the relatives’ conflicts are usually centered in this early
.
interview on the patient himself, and it is only later, with
the subsiding of the emergency, that the relative lias a fuller
conception of what the illness means for him.
In four cases out of 30, there were no definite factors
of conflict expressed by the informants, but as has also been
pointed o l. u aoc ve, m eaoi. ox tnese cases the inf or iant was
not too close to the patient either emotionally or physic all’
J.i is perhaps not so important which factors occurred
most often as that in all hire four cases, the relatives were
bothered by some deep conflict surrounding mental illness and
the need for hospitalization.
The very existence of these conflicts points to the
obvious misconceptions and fantasies surrounding mental illness,
misconceptions as to the cause of mental illness, and the
treatment possible in hospitals for the mentally ill. The
public Las access to many popular articles which usually em-
phasize unfortunate instances of mistreatment of the mentally
ill, and people are quid: to seize upon these examples as be in
representative of the general state of care in mental hospitals.
. u . «. Klapman, in his article o:_ ^Public Relations of
the- Llental Hospital” tells of so a. of the misconceptions which
block the obtaining of cooperation and understanding fro:, the
relatives of the men tall; ill:~
j. j . K* Klapma n, II* D. , _ - lations of the Mental Hosoitp 1 n
p. 381. ~ —
.
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"The problem of public relations is a more or less acute
- one Tor the rental hospital, for it is an especial target
of public animosity, and despite the genuine and marked
progress achieve, by the modern mental hospital in the
last fee decades, there is relatively little reduction
in the animosity and suspicion with which the public re-
gards these institutions.*. To know the origin oh so
these hostile attitudes is at least to have acquired a
prerequisite for their correction.
The attitude of the public toward the mental hospital
has a unique basis. Cue * s first assumption would be .
it is due to concern for the alleged mistreatment of in-
mates, but sue;, possible concern is inconsistent with the
stigma and the disability heaped upon any individual with
a record of mental institution hospitalization. .. .but the
point need not be labored. Freud has shown that such
attitu.' s are in reality displacements of guilt feelings,
a displacement, in this instance, on the mental hospital
itself first, and secondly, on its personnel."
On the basis of the results of this study, it would
appear obvious that there is a great need indicated for
a good educational program for the strengthening of the
public relations of the mental hospitals, and also, most
important, the legislation which will provide for more
adequate care of the mentally ill, better trained and
better paid staffs to carry out the treatment indicated
by the overworked psychiatrists.
Appro ve d h v
Richard K. Gonant, Dean
.
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Appendix A
SCHEDULE
Case Name
Case No Date of Admission Date of History-
Age Race Marital Status Sex
Previous Admission Relation of Informant to Patient
Living in stone household:
Problems Presented:
a. Fear of Mental Hospitals
b. Fear of patient being mistreated
c. Guilt feelings of avoiding responsibility
d. Shame member of family in mental hospital.
e. Fear and guilt in any way responsible for breakdown.
f. Fear of family inheritance of disease.
g.
Fear patient would hold it against them for bringing to hospital
. .
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Appendix B
Social History Form
Blank State Hospital- 1945
Name of Informant, Address, Relation to Patient
Be specific as to names and address, relationship to patient and tele-
phone number. If the informant does not have a telephone, ask for a number
at which he may be reached. Make a note as to the intelligence and appar-
ent reliability of the informant.
Residence, Citizenship, etc. of the Patient
Birthplace, date of birth, if foreign born, date of the arrival to the
United States, naturaliz ed or alien, if naturalized, place and aaae. Mili-
tary service, army,navy or marine, with details, benefit organizations,
insurance carried, in what company, name of the beneficiary. Patient's
present address and previous addresses. Time in Boston..
Family History
It is not sufficient to asK: the general question: Has any memb er of
the family ever been insane or nervous? A detailed inquiry will often brin
out a number of nervous or mental troubles. Specific inquiry must be made
concerning the persons of the direct ancestral lines as follows:
(a) Paternal grandparents - Ramos, birthplace, cause of death.m Maternal grandparents - Names, birthplace, cause of death.
(c) Father: Birthplace, date of birth, occupation, address, alco-
holism? If aead, age at death and cause of death.
(d) Mother: Dote and place of birth, occupation, alcoholism?
Address, if dead age at death and cause of death.
(e) Names and addresses of all children in the family, living or
dead. Date and place of birth. Civil state, number of child-
ren, occupation, alcoholism? Collateral Irancnes. Mention
any known ca.es of nervous diseases in any uncles, aunts,
cousins.
Inquire if there has been epilepsy, cancer, tuberculosis, in any
membeer of the family. If there are ca^es of nervous or mental
uiseases, get the full name of the person, the relation to the pa-
tient, and the date and place of treatment.
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Social History Form - page 2
personal history of the Patient
Early Development
Birthplace and age, unusual incidence attending birth, retarda-
tion in talking or walking, infantile convulsions, night terrors,
fits of temper, etc., severe illnesses or infections, diseases in
infancy or childhood, sequella? Frights, shocks, injuries?
Education, Intellectual and Moral Development
Names of schools and years attended. Educational opportunities,
time spent in school, interest in studies, progress, behaviour, truan-
cy, etc.
As an adult, regarded at bright, intelligent, or dull- minded?
Yk'eil-iniormed or ignorant? Reading, memory, judgment? Moral respon-
sibility, reliability, religious interest? Church affiliation?
Criminal traits, trc-mp life, police record?
Sexual Life
Married, ingle, widowed, or divorced? If married, date and
place of marriage, by whom married, names of all children, beginning
with the oldest, date and place of birth, occupation, civil state,
addresses, if the p^ti^nt has been married more than once, ^ive tie
information about all marriages. Masturbation, or abnormal see:
practices. In women, unusual symptoms at mentrual periods
;
age at menopause. Nervous symptoms accompanying climacterium?
Treatment of partner and hildren.
Diseases and Injuries
Any previous nervous affection of symptoms, such as headaches,
nervous prostration, chorea, epilepsy, hy^ te. ical attacks, etc?
Mention sev re infections diseasese and sequella, if any. In-
quire concerning tuberculosis, rheumatism, heart disease, neuriris,eto.
Venereal disease, syphilis and gonorrhea, full account, if
possible, of how acquired, age, and treatment and after affect.
Severe injuries, particularly head traumata, should be described
as regards to their immediate anu subsequent effects.
Name and description of all diseases. Place and a te of treat-
ment.
Occupation
Kinds of work undertaken, ambition, efficiency, wates, etc.
.
Social History Form - page 3
Length of time in different positions, reason for changes, etc.
Name of employers and dates when employed in chronological order.
Alcoholism, and other Toxic Influences
Intemperate, moderate or total abstainer. If intemperate, age at
which drinking began, apparent cause of same, kind of beverage con-
sumed and approximate amount. Periodic or steady drinker? Unusual
reaction to alcohol?
Inquire about attacks of neuritis, delirium, hallucinations
and suspicions, idead of jealousy.
Other toxic influences: Drug nabits, occupational poisons,
lead, arsenic, phosphorus, mercury, etc. Illuminating gas, poisoning
nicotine intoxication.
Make-up and Type of Personality
Very important because certain of the non-organix psychoses
appear to be a further development of mental uraits or tendencies
early recognisable as personal peculiarities or deviations from the
normal. In addition to the points already covered under the preceed-
ing headings, the following important types should always be borne
in mind and appropriate inquiries made:
Open or manic make-up : Lifely, active, sociable, pushing,
talkative, cheerful, optimistic] may be domineering, irritable .„nd
inclined to cruelty; sometimes not very efficient; may be noted as
changeable, lacking in persistence, concentration and application.
May show transient blue spells or lowering of spirits.
Depressive make-ue : Gloomy, worrisome, blue natures who feel
continually inhibited or restrained and unable tomake decisions,
easily discouraged.
Cyclothonic make-up : Emotionally unstable, either up or down,
have blue spells or are unduly cheerful and care-free.
Shut-in Make-up
:
Shy, retiring, self-conscious, bashful, ~uiet,
secretive, and unsociable. Lack of interest in opposite sex or
definite aversions, often prudish and over-particular. Unusual
religious interest frequent. Inclined to day-dreaming, show fond-
ness for the abstract and mystical. Odd habits, hobbies, or crabby
pursuits and common.
Paranoid make-up: Mistrustful, suspicious, tend to misunder-
stand, unduly sensitive, feel discriminated against and have feel-
ings of self-importance. (These traits may be related to shut-in
.'
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Social History Form -page 4
tendencies)
Other types of make-up include the psychasthenic, neurasthenom
and hysterical; also the mentally retarded or undeveloped (Feeble-
minded) .
If the patient is under 60, ask for a lumbar puncture permit.
If he is on Section 79> asic for a request for commitment.
Previous Attacks of Mental Disorder
Get dates, places where treated, apparent cause, duration of
attacks, and general character of symptoms.
Precipitating Cause of Present Psychosis
Try to determine what occurrence or situation appeared to bring
about the mental breakdown. Emotional strains, excitement, quarrels,
worries, griefs, disappointments, sexual episodes, separation, deaths,
ohildbirth, etc., financial loss, overwork, physical disease, etc.
Onset and Symptoms of the Psychosis
Take as far as possible a spontaneous account beginning with
date when first symptoms were noticed in the patient. In this connec-
tion, particular attention should be given to the changes in behaviour-
in mood, in manner or speech, in rtnitude towards others, and towards
ork.
Appearance of suspicion, unusual interests, peculiar ideas and
delusions
.
Hallucinations in various fields and reaction to them.
Obtain as much as possible regarding trend of patient's ideas,
topics, of conversation and content of hallucinations. What did the
voices say?? What was seen in visions?
Forgetfullness, impairment of memory, loss of orientation, and
clouding of sensorium.
Always inquire regarding tuicidau tendencies or attempts, threat
of violence, assaults or homicidal tendencies.
Compare informant's statement with those given in the commitment
certificate
.
What treatment was given at home? Name of physician in attendance.
Date on which patient wras taken to the hospital.
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Appendix C.
Supervision of Patients On Home Visit
(Form used at Blank State Hospital for reports of Super-
vision in the Community in 1945)
Date of visit
I Present Situation: (Brief statement covering hospital record
and home situation at outset.)
II Environment: Home and neighborhood
Occupation
Recreation and church activity
Economic status
III Condition of Patient:
Physical health
Mental health (Significant remarks of patient)
Insight of patient towards health, home and else-
where.
Adjustment of patient: Successes, failures.
Discussion of problems: psychiatric, domestic,
social.
IV Nature of Interview:
Plans for solving problems
Advice of any nature
Reaction of patient to plans.
V Social. Summary:
Oustanding social factors in situation and their
interpretation
.
Social plans for whole situation
Progress of or alteration in plans.
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